ONE+ Shear Shrubber &
ONE+ Weed Sprayer
Ryobi has added an 18V cordless
shear & shrubber and an 18V cordless
weed sprayer to the ONE+ range with
both designed to offer home gardeners
greater convenience and freedom.
Maintaining all your garden areas just got easier thanks to Ryobi’s
new and innovative combination of garden tools. The duo are
designed to offer users greater versatility, convenience and
optimised performance no matter where you’re working or what
you’re working on.
Gardeners managing overgrowing plants or protecting lawns or yard areas
from weeds will particularly enjoy the effortless nature of both products.
The ONE+ shrubber and weed sprayer are also the latest addition to the ONE+
System – where one battery powers over 50 garden and power tools. So after
you are finished mowing your lawn you can take your Lithium+ battery to
power a drill and build yourself a shed or plug it into a leaf blower to tidy up
your garden.
ONE+ has been powering a range of garden and power tools since 1996,
that’s 20 years of ONE+ innovation in one system of tools. That’s why the
ONE+ system is the #1 cordless system in the DIY market world-wide for
millions of DIY’ers, families and homeowners.
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OGS1822
The OGS1822 shear and shrubber is compact, slim, light and
features an over-mould handle that further enhances user
comfort. Weighing just 1.2kg without the battery pack, users will
be able to work for longer in greater comfort. Moreover, a quick
connect system enables users to switch blade types quickly and
easily, leaving you more time to manicure your hedges.
The shrubber blade measures 20cm, and the shearing blade
12cm. Both are durable hardened to ensure an excellent cutting
capacity of 10mm to ensure all of your pruning and shrubbing
needs are met.

OWS1880
The OWS1880 weed sprayer pressurises at the touch of a
button, removing the traditional fatigue associated with the
manual pumping used to pressurise earlier or rival models.
This tool also features a lock-on button for constant spraying
without strain. It can be operated with using one hand thanks to
an integrated lance design, all the while ensuring a thorough
and even coverage. And with a 3.5L tank with built-in
measuring cup, you’ll be able to work for longer while keeping
an eye on your weed control formulas. Simply click and go.

Powered by ONE+
Both products will enhance your family of power tools. Some
users will have found previous electric models prohibitive in
bigger gardens or hard-to-reach areas because of the need for
frequent charging, or petrol versions too cumbersome, noisy or
heavy.
Not anymore.
Moreover, both models integrate seamlessly with your existing
tools thanks to the Ryobi ONE+ system, powered by Lithium+
batteries.
The latest in an expanding cordless range, these innovative
batteries deliver a petrol-equivalent performance across all your
garden tools and can be used alongside more than 50 tools,
eradicating the need for purchasing additional accessories.
Our tools are built to last and come at a competitive price, and
are protected by a new three-year warranty for further peace of
mind.
For more information please visit ryobitools.eu or visit our
YouTube channel at Ryobi TV.
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PRESS CONTACT:
If you have further questions, need further material or want to discuss further features, please don’t
hesitate to contact:
Regional Press Contact | Mail | Phone
ABOUT US
RYOBI® power tools are backed by the RYOBI® 2-year warranty.
For more information on RYOBI® and any of our other products, please visit ryobitools.eu
Techtronic Industries Ltd. is a world-class leader in quality consumer and professional products
marketed to the home improvement and construction industries. An unrelenting strategic focus on
powerful brands, innovative products and exceptional people drives our success.
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